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This very functional and incredibly decorative collection uses an entrancing colour
scheme that stands sharp against a white tablecloth. Whether you are searching for a
new glass object for your home, or a special gift for a friend, you will find the perfect
piece in this new collection. The designers at Reflections Copenhagen have used a
unique colour blocking scheme that enables them to create unexampled and show
stopping pieces, taking their inspiration from the Memphis and Bauhaus eras.
Reflections Copenhagen is proud to introduce four new candle holders to their
collection. Each one offers their own unique charm, which is strong enough to stand on
their own but also entrancing when paired together. You can display them beautifully
on mantle pieces, books shelves, or the top of a table. These delightful candle holders
will bring a riot of colours wherever placed. Each colour scheme is carefully composed
to highlight the exquisite craftmanship and silhouettes in each holder.
The chunky and decadent napkin rings are crafted by hand and will bring an
interesting and enjoyable sense to your table settings. They are fun to mix and match
with other products from our line to create splashes of colours on your table.
Reflections Copenhagen have expanded their collection to include four new vibrantly
coloured plates. The collection has taken its inspiration from Art Nouveau graphics and
modernised them by adding a splash of the 1980’s and contemporary colour schemes,
as well as an obvious Scandinavian character.
The dinner plate collection will be an upgrade to your porcelain collection.
Bold enough to stand alone or daring enough to be grouped together for a modern
twist. One thing is for sure – these plates will spruce up any dinner table.
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CANDLE HOLDERS

LAGUNA CANDLE HOLDER
10,5 x 16 cm
SKU 383
RRP: ¤512,5

CARMINA CANDLE HOLDER
10,5 x 16 cm
SKU 381
RRP: ¤512,5

Laguna
This striking candle holder features many unique elements in its design. With its aquamarine blue butterfly wings standing on a pink opal
coloured base, this striking colour blocking combination makes this crystal candle holder an objet d’art, delightful wherever placed. The
Laguna candle holder is strong enough to stand on its own, but it is even more entrancing when paired together with another candle holder
from our collection.
Carmina
This striking candle holder features many unique elements in its design - opal butterfly wings standing on an amber coloured base, stacked in
a combination of shapes, and finished off with an emerald candle holder. This striking colour blocking combination makes this crystal candle
holder an objet d’art, delightful wherever placed. The Carmina candle holder will entice you with its spellbinding and delightful colour
blocking combination and can stand strongly on its own or be paired together with another candle holder from our collection.

AYA CANDLE HOLDER
15 x 8 cm
SKU 384
RRP: ¤400
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INDIA CANDLE HOLDER
Candeholder 16 x 8 cm
SKU 382
RRP: ¤400

Aya
This gemlike candle holder captivates anyone that looks at it with its riot of colour combinations – emerald, green, sapphire blue, onyx, and
amber. This sharp and sparkling hand-cut crystal Candle Holder is incredibly captivating and will stand sharp on a white tablecloth alone or
create a riot of colours by combining it with all four candle holders from our collection.
India
This interesting and lively candle holder has been designed with the aim of creating an entrancing effect. With a ruby red crystal base,
stacked with a sky-blue and orange ball, topped with an opal sphere, and finalised with an amber candle holder element, this piece will
stimulate all your senses. It is a celebration to the skilled craftsmanship used to create this piece.

SHELBY NAPKIN RINGS

SHELBY NAPKIN RINGS
SET OF 2 (GREY & YELLOW)
6,5x5,3x2,5 cm (hole 3,5 cm)
SKU 385
RRP: ¤220

SHELBY NAPKIN RINGS
SET OF 2 (PURPLE & ROSE)
6,5x5,3x2,5 cm (hole 3,5 cm)
SKU 386
RRP: ¤220

These incredible jewellike napkin rings, sold in pairs, are a simple and modern twist to our new collection.
Not only are they handcrafted in the highest quality crystals, but they are thoughtfully paired together for a bold
and energetic effect. These glimmering and dazzling napkin rings will bring a star-studded effect to any table setting.
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JACKIE BOWL

JACKIE BOWL
20 x 20 x 15,5 cm
SKU 387
RRP: ¤855

The grand finale from this collection comes with the Jackie bowl. The shape of this bowl was created
with great attention to detail so that it is not only useful but incredibly beautiful as a centre piece as well.
The diamond engraved zigzags along the side of the bowl, and the amethyst and emerald coloured base draw
attention to the sturdiness and gracefulness of this bowl. It makes a fabulous addition to any table setting and will
be an object of admiration and a true statement piece in your home.
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LINCOLN CHRISTMAS

LINCOLN CHRISTMAS TEALIGHT HOLDERS
SET OF TWO (GREEN & RED)
7,5 x 7,5 x 8,3 cm
SKU 388
RRP: ¤320

Angular, crisp, and clear-cut shapes come together in these two fabulous Christmas crystal tealight holder
configurations. Featuring pink, red, clear, and green colours, these tealight holders lend themselves perfectly
to a Christmas atmosphere, but due to their contemporary look can also decorate any room outside of the
Christmas season. They are crafted from fine hand-cut crystal, designed to artfully refract light through the facetted
silhouette. These two Lincoln Christmas tealight holders will bring any table into the festive mood.
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PORCELAIN

MADEIRA DINNER PLATE
SET OF TWO
27 cm
SKU 379
RRP: ¤312,5

ELVAS DESSERT PLATE
SET OF TWO
23 cm
SKU 380
RRP: ¤250

LAGOS DINNER PLATE
SET OF TWO
27 cm
SKU 377
RRP: ¤312,5

PONTA DESSERT PLATE
SET OF TWO
23 cm
SKU 378
RRP: ¤250
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Reflections Copenhagen have expanded their collection to include 4 new vibrantly coloured plates. The collection has
taken its inspiration from Art Nouveau graphics and modernised them by adding a splash of the 1980’s and a contem
porary colour scheme, as well as an obvious Scandinavian character. The dinner plate collection will be an upgrade to
your porcelain collection. Bold enough to stand alone or daring enough to be grouped together for a modern twist.
One thing for sure – these plates will spruce up any dinner table.

All Reflections Copenhagen products have been individually hand produced with unique artisan techniques.
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